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First Class 
In January 2020, PPG Grandpas Paramotor Podcast 

AKA ClearPropTV, took flight, founded as a platform to 
share knowledge, experiences, and stories within the 
paramotor community. This podcast, spearheaded by 
passionate individuals, quickly became a beacon for enthusiasts worldwide, 
fostering connections and camaraderie across the skies. 
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First Class

Go Michael !  First Student Pilot
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In 2021, Sean Symons founded Paramotor Arkansas Flight School, marking a 
significant milestone in the quest to make paramotoring accessible to all. 
Among the students was Chris Lockley, whose fervor for flight ignited a spark 
that would later help shape the future of the school.


As Chris immersed himself in the world of paramotoring under Sean's guidance, 
he not only mastered the intricacies of flight but also cultivated a deep sense of 
camaraderie within the community. Inspired by his experiences and driven by a 
desire to pay it forward, Chris became instrumental in the evolution of the 
school.


In 2022, fueled by Chris's unwavering dedication and supported by a network of 
like-minded individuals, the vision for a nonprofit flight school began to take 
shape. Together, they envisioned a place where passion and purpose 
converged, where the sky was not just a destination but a gateway to endless 
possibilities.


After months of collaborative effort and determination, Run Into The Sky 
officially came into being on February 14, 2023, marking a significant milestone 
in the journey towards democratizing flight. The date, coincidentally Valentine's 
Day, symbolized a love for aviation and a commitment to spreading its joys far 
and wide.


Later that year, Chris Lockley's journey came full circle as he made a profound 
contribution to the school that had nurtured his passion. Drawing upon his 
experiences as both a student and a believer in the school's mission, Chris 
played a pivotal role in funding the construction of the Flight School's 
headquarters.


Notably, Paramotor Arkansas Flight School was generously donated to Run Into 
The Sky, along with PPG Grandpas Paramotor Podcast, further solidifying the 
nonprofit's commitment to its mission. Today, the entire flight school, including 
Paramotor Arkansas and the podcast, operate under the umbrella of the 
nonprofit, serving as pillars of support for aspiring pilots and disabled veterans 
alike.


Nestled in a scenic landing zone near Beebe, Arkansas, the nonprofit Flight 
School, designed specifically to assist disabled veterans in learning to fly, now 
serves as a testament to the transformative power of flight and community. 
Together, Sean Symons, Chris Lockley, and countless others have created a 
legacy that continues to inspire and uplift aspiring pilots, proving that with 
dedication and determination, the sky is truly within reach for all.
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